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Deputy accosts black students and alumni on golf cart

Black students and alumni on a golf cart are stopped by Deputy Kevin Williams, during the BSU anniversary weekend. | COURTESY KNOX COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
EVEY WEISBLAT
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Around 10 p.m. on Saturday, Oct.
28, Deputy Kevin Williams turned
right off of West Brooklyn Street
onto Chase Avenue, the blue light of
his f lashers ref lecting off the passing
street signs, his sights set on a golf
cart that appeared to be turning off
of Middle Path.
Parking on a diagonal and switching on his body camera, Williams approached the group in the cart: black

students and alumni, including some
of the founders of the Black Student
Union (BSU), who were on campus
for its 50th anniversary weekend.
Among the passengers was Barbara
Lee Johnson ’73, one of the first three
black women to attend Kenyon.
“Okay, here’s the thing, you can’t
ride [golf carts] on the sidewalk, and
they’re not licensed to ride on the
street,” Williams told the group. “I
don’t know where you got it, but I
would take it back and park it.”

Mo Kamara ’22, who had permission to drive the cart for the weekend, said that she thought Williams
had modified his usual route after
determining that the cart was occupied by people of color.
“His route is to go straight across
to the fire station, and we were on
Middle Path,” she said. “So he literally came out of his way to come and
stop us, and the only reason why is
because he saw there was multiple
brown people in the golf cart.”

Student groups clash over upcoming
lecture by a pro-Palestine activist
BECCA FOLEY
EDITOR–IN–CHIEF
RICHARD SHAPIRO
STAFF WRITER

Over the past few days,
controversies
surrounding
a speaker coming to campus have prompted a heated
exchange of emails between
student groups.
On Oct. 21, KSFI sent a
Student-Info email about a
meeting where they wanted to
“discuss healthy and productive ways to respond to such
problematic ideas on campus” as those they believe are
held by Marc Lamont Hill, a
social justice activist who focuses on the Black-Palestinian movement, and his visit
to campus this Sunday.
They wrote that many students have been made uncomfortable with the upcoming event, and stated that
Lamont Hill “calls for ‘a free
Palestine from the river to
the sea’ (an implicit call for
the end of the state of Israel).”
The email continued to say
that, “while KSFI unequivocally supports the right to
free speech, we are disap-

pointed that KSJP [Kenyon
Students for Justice in Palestine] and other groups chose
to invite a speaker whose
comments were deemed hate
speech by the Anti-Defamation League.”
“Obviously, every group
has the right to bring in who
they choose,” Ben Reingold
’20, president of KSFI, said
in an email to the Collegian,
“but from what I knew about
Marc Lamont Hill, I knew
he was more likely to repeat
anti-Israel talking points and
make very generic condemnations rather than talking
about legitimate problems
and solutions.”
Many student organizations which co-sponsored
the event—the Black Student
Union (BSU), Bridge Kenyon,
Active Students Helping the
Earth Survive (ASHES), Kenyon Young Democratic Socialists of American (KYDSA),
Kenyon
Magnetic
Voices, A Medio Camino and
the Muslim Student Association (MSA)—took issue with
these statements.
On October 22, KSFI held
a meeting to discuss concerns

surrounding the event, where
many co-sponsors voiced
their opinions. “We wanted
this meeting to be a space for
students who felt uncomfortable or alienated by Hill’s past
comments to come together
and discuss our reactions in
a productive way,” Reingold
said. “A couple dozen students came who were very upset about our initial email.”
This dialogue, however,
did not go as Reingold originally wanted. “Some students
started laughing when we expressed our real grievances
with Marc Lamont Hill’s beliefs,” he said. “Others threw
out inf lammatory and unequivocally false assertions
about Israel. They essentially
prevented us from having the
important conversation that
we planned on having.”
On Oct. 23, the day after the contentious meeting,
KSFI issued an apology to
the organizations involved in
the Lamont Hill event, saying
that “We very much regret
that our email unintentionally associated the co-sponsoring organizations of the
Lamont Hill talk page 3

Kamara said this is the fourth
time she has felt targeted for her race
in interactions with Williams. In
fact, while taking part in the Kenyon
Review Young Writers program, she
was one of three black high school
students that Williams stopped back
in the summer of 2017 for “walking
shoulder to shoulder in the roadway,”
according to a Collegian article from
September of that year.
That incident spurred a meeting
between
representatives page 3
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Coaches participate
SRPA will drive students to medical
in LGBTQ+ inclusion appointments located off campus
training for D-III sports
COURTNEY FELLE
STAFF WRITER

JACKSON WALD
SPORTS EDITOR
JORDY FEE-PLATT
SPORTS EDITOR

Over fall break, Kenyon
athletic coaches, staff and administrators participated in
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III’s LGBTQ OneTeam training program. The
program, which is meant to
foster greater inclusion for
LGBTQ+ student-athletes at
D-III schools, is the NCAA’s
first inclusion training program.
Only 35 co-facilitators
across the country have been
trained to teach the course.
Timothy Bussey, Assistant
Director of the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
(ODEI), is one of these individuals.
“There’s an emphasis on
LGBTQ+ terminology, institutional and statewide nondiscrimination policies, and
then the bulk of [the program] is really talking about
… the practical things that
we can be doing on campus
to better support queer and
trans student-athletes.”
According to Bussey, the
program focuses on real scenarios that have happened at
D-III schools across the country.
“Some of [the scenarios]
are dealing with what to do
when you encounter homophobic language or homophobic slurs on a sports team,”
said Bussey. “Some of them
deal with, [more] specifically,
‘how do you support a trans
student who comes out to you
and is transitioning, but still
wanting to play on a team that
corresponds with their gender?’ They’re all very practical, specific scenarios that,
again, have all happened at
[D-III] schools.”
The Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC), as Bussey noted,

has already taken steps to
ensure that it is a welcoming environment to queer
and transgender students. For
instance, the KAC contains
multiple gender-neutral bathrooms. After the conclusion
of the program, a giant OneTeam training program banner now hangs in the front of
the center.
“[The banner] is sort of a
visual cue to show ‘Hey, this
is something we’ve invested
in, and … is something we
want to showcase,’” Bussey
said.
Coaches have been receptive to the results of the program. “I thought it was very
helpful,” Chris Brown, head
coach of the men’s soccer
team, said. “[I] really enjoyed
it.”
Bussey and Kayla Gordon
co-facilitated the program at
Kenyon. Gordon is the associate head women’s basketball
coach at Denison University
and the only other person in
Ohio qualified to facilitate the
training program. The two
plan to expand the program
beyond Kenyon and Denison, currently the only two
locations in Ohio at which
it has been held. Bussey and
Gordon’s main target is the
remainder of the Ohio Five
schools: Ohio Wesleyan University, College of Wooster
and Oberlin College.
Bussey believes that Kenyon can set a positive example
for these other schools, and
that hosting this program is a
testament to the moral fabric
of the Kenyon community.
“At the end of the day, having a program like that matters because it sends a message not only to our current
campus community, but [also
to] our prospective students
[and] to our alums that [the
LGBTQ+ community] is a
community we value, and we
value them in all aspects of
campus life,” he said.

In the coming weeks, the
Sexual Respect Peer Alliance
(SRPA) will begin to coordinate student rides to medical
appointments in Columbus,
Mount Vernon and other surrounding areas.
SRPA Supporters Vahni
Kurra ’20, John Scandale ’20,
Chloe Hall ’20 and Kayleigh
McCoy ’21 are organizing the
program. “We had been talking for a while about doing a
ride-sharing program specifically for therapy appointments, but also for hormone
replacement therapy appointments and things of that nature,” Kurra said. “It felt like
there was an even greater
urgency after [Send Silence
Packing] because a lot of peo-

ple were talking about how
little professional support and
therapy is available at Kenyon.”
Students who need rides
will be able to submit a Google
form to provide SRPA with the
time and location of their appointments. The form will allow students to indicate their
preferences for the ride, including the background of
their driver, preferences for
casual conversation or silence,
and other accommodations.
Currently, SRPA has eight
student drivers, who will each
undergo a brief training about
driver etiquette and ensuring
rider comfort. The form will
open for students once this
training is complete.
“We really want to roll the
program out as soon as pos-

sible,” Kurra said. “We’re encouraging people to find resources locally because they
do exist and making sure
they’re not suffering silently.”
Because SRPA is an independent student resource, not
an organization registered
through the Office of Student
Engagement, they cannot send
Student-Info or All-Student
emails. This difficulty has
limited SRPA’s ability to recruit more drivers or promote
the program, leading them to
rely instead upon social media
and word of mouth.
Individuals interested in
driving or receiving rides
should email sexualrespectpeeralliance@gmail.com
or
message @srpagambier on
their preferred social media
platform.

Student Council votes unanimously
against Meatless Mondays in Peirce
LINNEA MUMMA
STAFF WRITER

Over 100 colleges and universities across the country, as
well as a large number of restaurants and food service organizations worldwide, have
instituted “Meatless Mondays.” For a number of weeks,
it seemed as though the program would be put into place
at Kenyon. However, at an Oct.
14 Student Council meeting, it
was unanimously vetoed.
Meatless Mondays encourage people to reduce their meat
consumption and consider the
environmental implications of
their dining choices. Through
this, the initiative aims to improve human health as well as
the health of the planet.
“On another campus that has
multiple dining halls, [Meatless
Mondays] would make sense,
but because we have one dining
hall, the amount of food that
you can actually get is already
really slim,” sophomore class

president Skyler Lesser-Roy ’22
said. “And for people who have
dietary restrictions, restricting
them even further isn’t really
the way to go.”
Students spoke out at the
Student
Council
meeting
against this proposal, particularly athletes who rely on protein in their diet. However, athletes were not the only students
against the initiative. One student, Matthew Rosen ’21, expressed concerns about how
Meatless Mondays would decrease meal options. “As a student on the autism spectrum,
I have a very limited palette. I
often struggle to fulfill my nutritional needs with my limited
palette,” he said. “I’m reliant on
meat for my protein. Meatless
Mondays would have negative
effects on my health.”
Student Council members
generally agreed that, while
Meatless Mondays are a good
idea in theory, having a single
dining hall makes them diffi-

cult to implement.
“At the end of the day, I am
opposed to this proposal as it
has the potential to inconvenience students and disrupt
their day. Furthermore, if students wanted meat, the only
option would be for them to
go out to eat, which would put
a financial burden on them,”
Jake Barnett ’20, chair of the
Housing and Dining Committee, wrote in an email to the
Collegian.
Even though this idea was
unsuccessful, there are always
ways for students to express
their concerns and desires, environmental or otherwise, to
AVI.
“AVI accepts feedback in
person, through my committee, through comment cards,
and even on Twitter. AVI does
a great job responding to student feedback, but they cannot respond to what we as students do not tell them,” Barnett
wrote.
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Golf cart incident revives debate over KCSO racial profiling
During BSU’s 50th Anniversary weekend, the group’s founders were stopped by the deputy.
Continued from Page 1

from the College, including Vice
President for Student Affairs Meredith Bonham ’92, and representatives from the Knox County Sheriff ’s
Office (KCSO). Yet Chris Kennerly,
associate dean of students and director of the Office of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion (ODEI), said he didn’t
think much came of the meeting.
While Kennerly wasn’t present at
the 2017 meeting, he was the first to
hear about the Oct. 28. incident.
“After the incident happened, one
of the alums, one of the [BSU] founders, Johnnie Johnson [’73], he rode
back over to Gund Commons with
[Kamara], and he actually told me,
‘Guess what happened?’ So I came
out and spoke brief ly to both of
them, and then went over to [Campus] Safety to find out what had happened … I don’t think [Campus Safety] really knew exactly why she had
been stopped,” Kennerly said. “They
did talk about some other potential
violations that had happened earlier
that night … which didn’t relate to
the stop at all.”
When asked why Kamara had
been stopped, Campus Safety Supervisor Deb Shelhorn said that, while
she was not on duty that night, she
had heard it was because Kamara had
been driving the cart the wrong way
on Gaskin Avenue and on the sidewalk. Yet the deputy’s body-camera

footage shows no indication that Kasaid he saw nothing wrong with the
mara—who was driving the cart on
deputy’s actions the night he stopped
Middle Path when Williams pulled
Kamara. He suggested that the negaher over—had been doing so. Even if
tive reaction from Kamara and alumKamara had been doing what Shelni might have been due to Williams’
horn described, it was not the primalarge stature and the fact that he was
ry reason Williams stopped her.
working the night shift.
After Kamara explained that she
“You get a big guy like that, some
needed the cart to “transfer elderly
people were intimidated just off of
people,” Williams
the size of the
responded: “I absoperson,” he said.
I’m not rich—
lutely understand,
“I can tell you,
but these are not
we’ve never had
I can’t sue the
licensed vehicles,
Sheriff’s depart- any complaints
[and] they have to
on him—I mean,
ment—I’m poor, I’m an
be.”
prior to these [at
Kamara
then immigrant’s child. I can’t
Kenyon],
we’ve
explained
that do nothing for myself, so
never had any
she had registered basically, I just have to
complaints.
His
the golf cart with take this [expletive] lying
record was good.
Campus
Safety.
It’s just, we’ve
down. And I can’t do noth- had a couple situWilliams
refuted her statement: ing about it.”
ations, for what“No, they just acever reason … In
tually stopped me Mo Kamara ’22
this one, I don’t
and told me [you
see where he did
didn’t].”
anything out of
Yet Shelhorn
the norm. He
was surprised to hear that golf carts
didn’t even go through the trouble of
need licenses in Knox County. “Wow,
ID-ing everybody.”
I know that [the utility vehicles had]
At the same time, Sheffer aca big issue with that … [but] I wasn’t knowledged that the legislation sursure about the golf carts as far as
rounding golf carts is vague in Ohio,
needing license, too,” she said.
where each sheriff is responsible for
For KSCO police, however, the
defining its enforcement in their
footage tells a very different story.
county. In Knox County, golf carts,
Captain Jay Sheffer, who was present
which are considered Under-Speed
at the 2017 meeting following the KeVehicles (USVs), are prohibited from
nyon Review Young Writers incident,
state routes (such as Chase Avenue/

“

OH-308), but they can sometimes be
allowed on normal roads, and enforcement procedure is often left to
individual deputies.
The Collegian attempted to contact Williams through Sheriff David Shaffer, but were redirected, and
upon a second attempt were told that
Williams was off-duty, though he
was scheduled to work.
President Decatur organized a
meeting with Sheriff Shaffer, Mayor Kimmell and Board of Trustees
Member Larry James following the
Sept. 28 incident. Decatur said that
the meeting, which took last Tuesday, was intended to “make sure that
these reports were on his [Shaffer’s]
radar screen and to start a dialogue
of how we move forward.” Decatur
said a follow-up meeting is scheduled
for the near future, along with a conversation between the College and
the Village over Gambier’s upcoming
contract renewal with the Sheriff ’s
office.
Yet, for Kamara, there is no resolution in sight.
“When it first happened, I was not
myself,” Kamara said. “Cause in my
head I’m thinking, ‘nobody on this
campus can protect me, I have no
one to call. I can’t talk to my parents.
I’m not rich—I can’t sue the Sheriff ’s
department—I’m poor, I’m an immigrant’s child.’ I can’t do nothing
for myself, so basically, I just have to
take this [expletive] lying down. And
I can’t do nothing about it.”

KSJP speaker ignites debate Hazing Prevention Week has
over hate speech on campus keynote speaker, presentations
Continued from Page 1

with hate speech. We highly respect the missions and members of
the clubs co-sponsoring this event.”
KSFI went on to reiterate their previous arguments, but encouraged
students to attend the event and
continue the dialogue.
However, the co-sponsoring
student organizations wrote in a
Student-Info email that the apology was inadequate. “Although an
apology to the campus was sent by
[KSFI] after their email, we still
think important points are missing
in the apology and the larger dialogue regarding this conf lict,” KSJP
wrote. “[KSFI] also failed to include
KSJP in their apology. Instead, their
email apologized to every organization co-sponsoring the event other
than KSJP.”
This email was re-sent by many
of the groups co-sponsoring the
event. “I was glad that [KSFI] realized that their words were harmful,
but I was disappointed that [KSFI]
excluded Kenyon Students for Justice in Palestine from their apology,” ASHES Co-president Graham
Ball ’21 said.
Reingold stated that the apparent

exclusion was not KSFI’s intention.
“When we said ‘the co-sponsoring
organizations,’ we intended to include [KSJP]. We do respect their
members, even if we disagree with
their mission and goals,” he said.
Dani Martinez, chief editor of A
Medio Camino, felt that KSFI’s original email unfairly spoke on behalf
of all Jewish people. “As a director
and editor of this magazine, I can
say we also try to represent as many
voices as possible,” she said in an
interview with the Collegian. “Personally, it is unnerving to have seen
that initial email that came from
[KSFI] and to see that they, without any thought, grouped an entire
community of students together. It
was hurtful to me personally because I am a Jewish person and I
don’t have those same worldviews
as them.”
Reingold wants the discussion on
campus surrounding the upcoming
talk to continue. “I won’t be intimidated to back down in my defense
of what I believe is just and right,”
he said.
Lamont Hill will give his talk
on Sunday, Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in
Brandi Recital Hall.
Kayleigh McCoy contributed reporting.

it can be [done by anyone
from] a capella groups [to]
theater companies.”
“A Conversation About
The hashtag #allhazinHazing,” a presentation given
ghurts was derived as a reon Monday, Oct. 14 by keysponse to the more extreme
note speaker Tracy Maxwell,
definitions of hazing, many
marked the beginning of a
of which have become prevaseries of events constituting
lent after the growing numHazing Prevention Week.
ber of national incidents of
Lasting until Oct. 18,
death and severe injury.
the week was organized
“It’s important to let
by the Athletics Departthe community know
The important
ment, Campus Safety,
thing was letting that there are many
the Cox Health and
non-physical types of
Counseling Center, the people know that hazing
hazing and that they
Office of Student En- occurs and it can be [done can also have a strong
gagement, the Depart- by anyone from] a capella
negative impact on
ment of Student Rights groups [to] theater comour students,” Jackson
and
Responsibilities panies.”
said. “For some reason,
and the Department of
we are willing to overResidential Life. In adlook the negative mendition to the keynote James Jackson, director of Stu- tal health impacts that
speaker, the events in- dent Rights and Responsibities pledging and hazing
cluded presentations by
can have on new memAlpha Delta Phi and Delta closely associated with Greek bers.”
Tau Delta as well as a spon- life, it can occur within any
The events of Hazing Presored volleyball match enti- student organization. “I think vention Week occurred in the
tled “Block Hazing.”
that when people [discuss] wake of a number of high“This year we had two hazing the first thing they go profile hazing-related events
goals,” Director of Student to is fraternities and sorori- on campus and indicated an
Rights and Responsibilities ties,” he said. “The impor- attempt at a shift on how the
James Jackson said, “to let tant thing was letting people College attempts to address
the community know that know that hazing occurs and the matter.
BEN BRUMLEY
STAFF WRITER

hazing can occur in different types of organizations beyond the Greek community
[and] to inform the community about [the meaning behind] the hashtag [#allhazinghurts].”
In talking about the first
goal Jackson stressed that,
while hazing has become

“
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College refinances $12.9 million worth of 2010 bonds debt
TOMMY JOHNSON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

On Oct. 2, Todd Burson, vice president for finance, took advantage of
current low interest rates and refinanced a portion of the College’s debt
that was issued in the form of bonds
in 2010.
Specifically, the College was able to
lower its outstanding debt par value
(the amount issuers promise to repay
to investors) by approximately $7 million without using any of the College’s
own money.
Burson finalized the refinance deal
with support from the Board of Trustees. The deal was praised by both President Sean Decatur and Vice President
for Student Affairs Meredith Harper
Bonham ’92.
In total, the refinancing amounts to
$12.9 million in present value savings,
which means that the College will save
$12.9 million over the life of the bond,
as measured in the present value of the
dollar. According to Burson, this will
lower interest payments the College
makes for the next 25 years.
The 2010 bonds are just one of five
of the College’s current bond deals,
the other four being the 2013, 2015,
2016 and 2017 issues. When the College issues bonds, it puts a 10-year call
on them, meaning that they can recall

the bonds in order to pay them off or
refinance them after 10 years. This
gives the College more f lexibility to
respond to market conditions, according to Burson.
The 2010 bonds will officially be
called next April. The decision to refinance was a forward-delivery issue,
with an agreement between the College and investors that they will close
on the deal when the debt is called in
2020.
The reason why Burson and the
Board of Trustees decided to pursue
this forward-delivery issue is because
of the favorable conditions for issuers
in the current market.
The current global economy is
characterized by uncertainty. Until recently, the yield curve on shortterm bonds was inverted, a tell-tale
sign of recession, and global economic
growth is expected to be sluggish.
In times of uncertainty, investors f lee towards safe decisions, such
as investing in Kenyon’s debt on the
municipal bond market. In basic economic terms, this meant that the College saw a lot of demand—and when
demand rises, costs are driven down.
Since last spring, Burson and the
Board of Trustees’ Investment Committee have been watching the bond
market and looking at the potential
savings Kenyon could acquire through

refinancing.
At the end of last school year, the
College was looking at approximately
$4 million in present value savings,
the amount of cumulative savings of
bond refinancing measured in terms
of the current value of the dollar. In
the summer, this increased to about
$8 million.
“There was definitely a conversation especially around July … of ‘do
we think those things are going to
keep growing,’” Burson said. In seeking to answer this question, his job
these past few months has primarily
included reading the news and talking
to underwriters.
“At the end of the day, it seems like
it’s just going to keep getting better
[for issuers],” Burson said, “The rates
seem like they’re not going to skyrocket.” Thus, the decision became
about choosing to strike a deal at the
right time.
“The joke with the Board was, I
said, ‘maybe we just make the decision
when I stop sleeping at night, when
there’s so much savings to be had that
I start worrying about it,” Burson said.
Burson said that point came in late
September, when rates jumped back
up by about 40 basis points. Burson
decided to pursue a deal with investors then and there.
Once the deal was finalized, the

College had attained $12.9 million in
present value savings, money that, as
it trickles in, will free up financial resources which Burson said could be
used to strengthen the College’s academic programs.
While the College comes away from
the currently uncertain market with a
much better deal and millions in savings, it is not solely a beneficiary of
economic uncertainty. While the current interest rate environment is good
for institutions that issue debt in the
form of bonds, debt issuances are not
the only way the College leverages its
financial position.
“When something is benefiting
your liabilities, it is likely that your
assets are not doing as well,” Burson
said. As such, he said the Board of
Trustees and specifically the Investment Committee have concerns about
returns over the next five to 10 years,
indicating that global macroeconomic
indicators point to more of the same
as far as slow GDP growth in the near
future.
Nevertheless, Burson said the Board
is acting to “shield the College as best
we can if those low investment returns
come to fruition.” The decision to refinance bonds, thereby bolstering the
liability side of the College’s accounting ledger, is one such step to prepare
for a potential hit to assets.

New admissions ethics rules Eric Marcus delivers LGBTQ+
relax recruitment guidelines History Month keynote speech
RONAN ELLIOTT
NEWS EDITOR

The college admissions landscape
is undergoing a dramatic shift. Following pressure from the United
States Department of Justice, the
National Association for College
Admissions Counseling (NACAC)
has revised its ethical standards,
eliminating some of the regulations
meant to keep recruitment practices
in check. A month later, with several key regulations on the college
admissions process stripped away,
the Kenyon admissions department
must now consider what they will
do moving forward.
The resolution—which passed
on September 28 by a vote of 211 to
3—removed four provisions from
the NACAC’s ethical guidelines.
These provisions had banned certain practices within member colleges, such as attempts to recruit
students who had committed themselves elsewhere and solicitation of
transfer applications from students
already enrolled at other schools.
The Justice Department had previously ruled that these provisions
were in violation of antitrust laws,
as the provisions restricted competition between colleges.
President Sean Decatur explained these changes, which will
impact admissions at Kenyon as
well as the thousands of NACAC
member schools across the country.
“Institutions that belong to NACAC—basically every selective col-

lege is a member of that organization—all agree to a certain set of
ethical guidelines,” Decatur said.
“That includes honoring binding
early-admission choices of students.
So if you got into Kenyon [via] early
decision, other institutions recognize that you’ve made a commitment to come to Kenyon and they’re
not going to try to recruit you.”
Under the new guidelines, colleges will be allowed to offer students who have committed to other schools special incentives, such
as financial-aid packages, if they
agree to switch. Colleges will also
be allowed to offer special “premium” packages—potentially including better housing and first-pick
class schedules—to students who
apply under binding early decision agreements. One NACAC insider expressed worry that the lack
of ethical regulation will create a
“Wild West” atmosphere, in which
colleges could try to poach students
off one another after those students
had thought their admissions process was complete.
Decatur does not expect much
will change — at least not initially.
“No one wants to be the first
institution that violates the longstanding informal agreements between [schools],” Decatur said. “But
someone will be. And when that
happens, it really opens the f loodgates. Because no one wants to be
the last institution to hold onto a set
of guidelines that everyone else has
let go of.”

KAYLEIGH MCCOY
NEWS ASSISTANT

On Tuesday, the Gund Gallery Community Foundation
Theater filled with an audience
of approximately 70 students,
staff and faculty for the keynote speech of LGBTQ+ History Month delivered by Eric
Marcus A peppy acoustic song
played through the speakers:
“Stay cool, young lovers, stay
faithful and true. Don’t mess
around with the opposite sex,
it won’t do a thing for you.” The
singer was Edythe Eyde, a woman also known by the tonguein-cheek stage name Lisa Ben
(an anagram of ‘lesbian’). A
30-year-old recording of her
gay parody versions of popular songs of that era is featured
in episode 3 of the Making Gay
History Podcast, a popular oral
history show with over 2.7 million episode downloads.
For the next hour, Eric Marcus, the founder and host of
the podcast, shared clips of interviews, featuring a range of
people from famed Stonewall
activist Sylvia Rivera to lesserknown activists like Eyde. He
spoke about his experience
gathering the interviews and
navigating life as a gay man in
decades past. A journalist by
trade and the author of over a
dozen books, he got the idea to
begin the podcast three years

ago, when he lost his job. After sharing his archives of interviews he had gathered three
decades ago while researching
his book Making Gay History
(originally published simply as
Making History) with a friend,
he decided to publish the recordings as a podcast.
Marcus had never been a
fan of writing, despite his prolific career, and he found the
format of a podcast to be freeing. “I think the people I interviewed 30 years ago were not
satisfied with seeing their words
in print,” he said. “I wanted to
tell their stories in their own
voices.” The podcast is also accessible to a broader audience -Marcus has received comments
from listeners ranging from
a truck driver in Texas to the
Democratic Minority Leader of
Wyoming.
To many attendees and listeners of the podcast, hearing
LGBTQ+ activists and historical figures tell their stories aloud
in their own voices was a powerful experience. “[Queer history is] an important topic area
because [it] is something that …
has historically been something
that’s not recorded, or it’s misremembered, or it’s purposefully erased by systems of oppression.” said Timothy Bussey,
assistant director of the Office
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (ODEI), who organized

the event. “I think it’s important
for us to honor the members of
the queer and trans community who have really been able
to make our world a safer and
more inclusive place, but [this
month is] also a way for us to
learn about the variety of forms
of activism that can influence
how we continue to make progress both here on campus and
in the world.”
Showing how far things had
come,Bussey also announced at
the beginning of the presentation that, after several semesters
of work, the HIV-preventative
drug PrEP was finally available
for prescription on campus. Kenyon is the first place in Knox
County to offer this medication.
Marcus ended the presentation by highlighting the importance of learning about LGBTQ+ history and building on
the legacy of the activists featured in the podcast. “I’m now
60, almost 61—twice the age
I was when I did this work …
and now I have the opportunity
to pass this ball to all of you,”
Marcus said. He mentioned
the importance of drawing on
LGBTQ+ histories to influence
current activism. “Why start
from scratch when we have
these people who can who can
provide a roadmap? … If we
don’t know where we’ve been,
how can we know where we’re
going?”
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Local brewing company offers wide selection of craft beer
Stein Brewing Company is the first local brewery in the Knox County area in over 150 years.
BECCA FOLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ADAM SCHWAGER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

For almost 150 years, there were
no breweries in Knox County fully
permitted to sell glasses of their
draft beer. However in 2017, up the
street from Kenyon’s Wright Center, the Stein Brewing Company
opened as the first brewery in the
county since the late 19th century
to serve their own beer on tap.
The Stein Brewing Company is
divided into two rooms, a tap room
and a restaurant, both located beneath the historic Woodward Opera House.
Walking into the tap room,
you are surrounded by a variety
of distinctive features. Immediately, one’s eyes are drawn to the
attention-grabbing tap lineup,
with 24 rotating beers dispensed
through wooden handles labeled
with just the number of the beer
on the menu, forgoing the traditional brand-name taproom handles. During a typical night, you
can find regulars watching major
sporting events on the big-screen
televisions on either side of the bar,
with the f lat-screen in the middle
displaying their current selection
of beers.
A glass wall adorns the back of
the bar. Behind it rest three massive fermentation tanks. At any
given time, the company will have
three separate beers fermenting
in the aforementioned tanks. The

taproom had nine of their locally
brewed beers in the rotation, with
their Christmas-themed beer coming into the lineup soon.
Sitting down at the bar, we decided on a f light, which, due to the
late-night special, cost only $8 before tax and tip.
We tasted five beers, all of which
were brewed locally.
The unanimous favorite was the
limited-edition Knoxtoberfest, a
6.4% ABV pumpkin beer. Despite
its dark color, the beer went down
smoothly, with a delightful, but
not overwhelming taste of pumpkin.
The Colonel Andrew Brown
American Ale is one of their most
famous beers; the palpable notes of
brown sugar and cinnamon present from the first sip.
If you’re looking for a traditional India Pale Ale, the “MVHJIPA”
is the way to go. It’s nothing too
fancy, but an IPA lover will appreciate the hoppy f lavor presented by
the first mainstay in the Stein rotation.
For a lighter beer, the Becca
Kolsch is an exceptional wheat
beer. Last, but certainly not least,
the Ariel Ale is a delight, with a
perfect balance of hops and fruitiness that will appeal to almost all
beer-lovers.
Overall, we would highly recommend experiencing Knox County’s
only brewery for yourself, if you
are of age. The bar is a perfect spot
to meet up with some friends and
enjoy delicious, local craft beer.
The fermentation tanks (above) brews the beer before it is ready to drink. | BECCA FOLEY
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Carolyn Pine ’20
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Who was the last United States
president to have facial hair?

William Howard Taft

Teddy Roosevelt

Rutherford Hayes

William Howard Taft

Abraham Lincoln

The Kokosing River is part of the
watershed of what central river?

Mississippi River

Mississippi River

Ohio River

Mississippi River

What is the title of Ohio’s state
anthem?

Beautiful Ohio

Bring Me Down To
Buckeyeville

According to Business Insider,
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Halloween candy in Ohio?
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The meteorology students who studied at Kenyon would have at least six hours of class a day. | COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES

A course in meteorology saved Kenyon from shutting down

JACKSON WALD
FEATURES EDITOR

At the beginning of Kenyon’s
1941-1942 school year, no one would
have been able to predict that by 1943,
the school would almost entirely become an Army-sanctioned meteorology training program.
The year began with a total enrollment of 323 students, which, at
the time, was the largest class in Kenyon history. The College had hired
President Chalmers in 1937, and in
his short time as president he had
brought in a slew of renowned faculty members, including famed professor and Kenyon Review founder
John Crowe Ransom. Chalmers had
also addressed long-neglected maintenance and architectural problems,
leaving the campus in the best condition it had been in since the late
1920s.
However, due to the attacks on
Pearl Harbor and America’s sudden
involvement in World War II, only
284 students remained by the spring
semester, and, according to Kenyon College: Its Third Half Century
by former College archivist Thomas
Boardman Greenslade ’31, there were
“indications it would drop drastically

further.”
Kenyon implemented an accelerated program to try to compensate
for this rapid decrease. According to
Greenslade, students would need to
complete four 11-week terms and one
summer term to graduate with a degree in two years.
The student population as a whole
seemed to be in favor of the change.
According to Greenslade, one student
voiced his agreement in the Collegian,
writing, “The ability of the college to
take things in its stride, its flexibility
and, above all, its confidence in its
own convictions has again enabled
Kenyon to keep up with the times.”
However, Kenyon still struggled
with student retention and, in 1942,
President Chalmers announced a solution: Kenyon College would partner with the Army to create the Army
Air Force Meteorology Program for
the 1943 school year.
Kenyon was one of only 12 colleges in America to offer this program.
President Chalmers believed that,
by allowing the Army to effectively
run the school for a year, the College would be able to retain its faculty
and provide resources for its remaining civilian students. According to

Greenslade, “this arrangement probably saved the College, since … the
almost total loss of student[s] would
have forced it to close its doors.”
Meteorology, as defined by National Geographic, is “the study of the
atmosphere, atmospheric phenomena, and atmospheric effects on our
weather.” Basic Pre-Meteorology, the
first course in the major, was available
for students aged 18-21 who had taken two years of mathematics in high
school. After completion of the Basic
Meteorology course, students would
be eligible to take an eight-month
Advanced Meteorology course. After
completion of both courses, the student would then be commissioned to
the Air Force.
The 1943 school year began with
463 students studying at Kenyon College: 216 in the meteorology program
and 247 as basic civil students. However, as the year progressed, the civilian student population decreased to a
low of 61 students.
One of the first major concerns
on campus during the program was
how to house the students. To try and
accommodate the increased student
population (which was 100 more
than that at the beginning of the re-

cord-high previous year), the school
reached out to local members of the
Gambier community and asked if
they would consider letting students
live with them. This concern was alleviated as the majority of the civilian
students began to drop out.
According to the Collegian, the
meteorology students followed a
strict schedule: the students would
eat breakfast at 7:00 a.m. and begin
classes at 8:00 a.m. Classes would
end at 11:00 a.m., and the students
would have “physical training” for an
hour before lunch. Afternoon classes
would go from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The meteorology students would
also participate in other courses—
among them classes such as English,
geography and history. They would
be taught by either regular Kenyon
professors or by visiting professors
who were brought in to replace those
who had left for war-related service.
The meteorology students also
had robust social lives: They threw
parties and dances, put on plays, concerts and band performances. They
even founded their own newspaper,
The Meteorite, to report on campus
events.
Before the end of the meteorology

program, two other military units
would be stationed on Kenyon College’s campus: The Army Specialized
Training Unit in Area and Language
arrived in Gambier in August 1943,
and another Army squadron arrived
in February 1944.
According to Greenslade, “the
Army issued an order for the abandonment of most of its courses in
colleges and universities by April 1st,
1944.” Kenyon was seriously impacted by the departure of the Army men;
the total enrollment was only 80 students at the start of the 1944 school
year.
However, even as most of the
Army-related students had left the
school, President Chalmers was
adamant in the belief that all of the
graduating Army men should be
recognized and celebrated for their
graduation. On Dec. 4, 1943, he sent
out a notice to the Kenyon community announcing a celebration of these
students.
“Even though but two candidates
can receive their degrees in person,
we shall confer the degrees,” Chalmers stated. “We shall do this because
the ceremony has a special meaning
for the students.”

Left: Soldiers line up in front of the Bolton Theather. Right: Army students march in formation. | COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES
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The play used an exclusively female cast. Left, Caroline Campos ’20 as the senile grandmother. Right, Katherine Reber ’21 as the oppressive matriarch. | CAMERON PETERS

The House of Bernarda Alba: a macabre, chilling production
JORDY FEE-PLATT
SPORTS EDITOR

As the curtains fell on The
House of Bernada Alba, the sorrow in the room was palpable. A
crowd full of parents, students
and faculty were greeted with a
scene of mourning characters
clad in black with hopelessness
written on their faces. The House
of Bernarda Alba was performed
this past Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday at the Bolton Theater.
Written in 1936 by Federico
García Lorca, a prominent Spanish poet and playwright, the play
centers around the struggles of a
mother, Bernarda Alba, and her
five daughters living in southern
Spain.
Gender stereotypes play a large
role in the work. Lorca clearly intended to demonstrate the misog-

yny in the world around him.
An exclusively female cast was
tasked with tackling these alarming illustrations of 20th-century
Spanish society. Katherine Reber
’21, who plays Bernarda, recognized the significance of this opportunity. “There is something
beautiful about being able to say
that the story we told paid homage to a group of people who, in
their time and place, would not
have been given a voice to speak,”
Reber said. “We are paying homage to those who have lived or are
living in a world in which they are
not allowed to be fully human.”
Bernarda runs an extremely strict
household, forcing her daughters
to remain in the home at all times
and avoid interactions with men.
Director Thomas Aulino, a
visiting assistant professor of

drama, emphasized key elements
of the plot that further exemplify
the suffering the play conveys.
The play’s primary male character, Pepe el Romano, who is
adored by three of the daughters,
does not make an appearance on
stage. This tactic was successful in
highlighting the daughters’ desperation to escape the prison that
is the Alba household.
Throughout the play, tension
builds between two daughters
Martirio and Adela, both believing they are right for Pepe. They
frequently lose their composure
and scream at each other. Pepe
represents a desired happiness
that seems excruciatingly out of
reach.
Additionally, the entire production takes place in the same
house; there were frequent mo-

ments of silence with no actors
present onstage. The consistency
of the setting allowed the audience to notice slight changes in
behavior. The sisters’ brief moments of joy reflected on their
faces as they imagined adventures
with men, contrasted with their
immediate misery as Bernarda
enters the room, is striking.
One such scene signifies the
role of servant La Poncia, played
by Charlotte Schultz ’23. While
the daughters are sewing, La Poncia recalls a moment in which
she stood up to her husband
when he was acting out of line.
She tells the story in a humorous
tone, prompting laughter from
the other characters. Bernarda’s
children idolize La Poncia, seeing
an independent woman who enjoys life and is unafraid to speak

her mind. The actresses are effective in showing immense respect
towards La Poncia that demonstrates the strength of her relationship with the daughters.
La Poncia also holds a unique
power over Bernarda. Bernarda
seems to feel uncomfortable in
her interactions with the servant;
she doesn’t possess that same
frightening control we see with
her daughters. The mother of the
house uncovers sentiments of
sympathy which are not seen at
any other moment of the play.
The play stunned the audience
with its startling portrayal of the
oppression of women. The consequences of gender inequality were
on full display, and the lessons of
The House of Bernarda Alba apply
to society as much today as when
the play was first introduced.

Who needs a stage? Student broadcasts his plays on WKCO
JOSEPH POZO
STAFF WRITER

Faced with the limitations of Kenyon’s stage, Sam Hafetz ’23 took
to the radio to bring his plays to the
minds and ears of WKCO listeners.
Hafetz’s appreciation for theater
developed in seventh grade. It wasn’t
necessarily the art form that called
out to him, but rather one that allowed him to have a passion in a time
when they were few. “As a kid, I had
a lot of trouble finding passion. In a
lot of ways playwriting was my insight into showing others’ passions,”
he said.
What was initially viewed as a
constriction, Hafetz’s use of broadcasting eventually allowed him to
explore the facets of a realm that
theater does not usually reside. He
does not view the limitations of radio as discouraging, and confronts
them head-on to achieve what he
believes to be the most beneficial
aspect of radio. Hafetz cites that the
ability for one to listen to his plays
while they are still in the comfort of

their dorms—while they are still in
their own lives—grants his audience
the ability to “take on the world”, as
he said, with the “third-person companion” that are his plays.
Last Tuesday, Hafetz unveiled his
most recent play, “The Windhover,”
a work that runs for 7 minutes and
was written while on campus. With
a cast of all first years, “The Windhover” delves straight into the action
as Hafetz’s stage directions paint a
picture of the back room of a baseball
and sports memorabilia convention
where a brother and sister interrogate
a preacher to find a missing baseball
card. There is also a talking dog.
Prior to the play, Hafetz discusses
on air his inspirations for the play, referencing the longing he had for home
and his desire to write a play that he
wanted to live in. While the characters survey various torture methods
and actors laugh in the background,
Harfetz clearly achieves his absurdist
intentions.
Mixing excrement jokes, moral
dilemmas and stellar vocal performances, Hafetz crafted the com-

Sam Hafetz ’23 uses WKCO to broadcast his original plays on the air every Tuesday. | BEN NUTTER

munity in his play as a community
that he himself wishes to partake in.
When taking in the chemistry of the
actors as well as the sound of enjoyment and enthusiasm in their voices,
it’s clear that Hafetz cultivates his

own community.
This community, Hafetz hopes,
won’t be relegated to those on the
side of the microphone but will
rather do what any good theater production achieves: a communal shar-

ing of emotion. “The Windhover” is
the first of his plays to be played for
WKCO, part of a portfolio that will
no doubt grow as the year continues.
Hafetz performs every Tuesday from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. on WKCO.
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Caitlin Flanagan, a Kenyon parent and staff writer for The Atlantic, outlines the lives of culturally relevant women in Cheever Room of Finn House. | BELLA HATKOFF

Caitlin Flanagan analyzes power of traditional femininity

The Atlantic writer cited Monroe and other women of the 20th century as key examples.
SYDNEY FALLON
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday Oct. 19 at
10 a.m., Kenyon community members f looded into the
Cheever room of Finn House
to hear Caitlin Flanagan
speak. “My voice is shaking,
there’s so many of you!” the
Atlantic writer joked. Presented by the Kenyon Review,
Flanagan’s discussion centered around the importance
of culturally relevant midcentury women who utilized
their femininity and place in
society as a means of power.
Flanagan discussed her fascination with these women and
their relevance to American
pop culture. The figures she
discussed included Marilyn
Monroe, Patty Hearst, Toni
Morrison, Angela Davis, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,
Joan Didion, Barbara Walters
and Oprah Winfrey.

Flanagan described a certain mythology that weaves
through the public eye’s perception of these inf luential
women.
While she discussed the
misogyny that encompassed
the public portrayal of these
women, she focused primarily
on how many of these women
took advantage of these traditional feminine stereotypes
and claimed power by continuing to exist within the
roles in which they had been
placed.
“In that era there was an
idea that, whether through
nurture or nature, women
were naturally good at certain things, and [the women discussed] all used those
things,”
Flanagan said.
“These kinds of womanly
things, these feminine things,
can help a career instead of
hurt them.” She cited Monroe

and Walters as figures who
found ways to insert themselves into important careerdefining moments using society’s perceptions of them.
Flanagan also embraced writer Joan Didion for her ability
to use the impression people
made of her—a delicate, quiet woman—to fit into spaces
where she could create impactful writing. She referred
to Didion as a writer “for
the girls,” in contrast with
her hyper-masculine contemporary Hunter Thompson. Flanagan cited Didion
as the reason that she became
a writer and highlighted the
fearlessness within her f lowery language.
Though she set forth how
upholding female traditional
roles could be a means of attaining power, Flanagan was
unsure how this use of femininity will translate into the

future. “What does every
feminist want to do? They
want to emasculate men …
They want men to not be
toxic—but beyond not being
toxic, they want them to be,
specifically, more like women. They want men to be less
traditionally masculine. The
more that happens, the less
the feminine talents are going
to work because the male audience won’t be so attracted
to the binary of femininity.
So I don’t know what’s going
to happen to femininity in
the future,” she said in an interview with the Collegian.
Audience members remarked that thoroughness
of Flanagan’s research was
apparent in her detailed reporting of each woman she
discussed. At one point, Flanagan was unable to find a
page of her notes on Oprah
Winfrey, but completely re-

call her thoughts on the spot.
This moment of quick thinking conveyed the depth with
which she understood her
subject. Despite her intense
attention to detail, Flanagan
takes pride in her ability to
convey a large amount of information in just a few sentences. “The best thing that
someone said about my writing was that … ‘there’s eight
sentences behind every sentence.’ There was so much
authority in the writing that,
even though I wasn’t putting in the essay everything
I’d learned, the reader could
sense it,” she said.
Through Flanagan’s informed writing, audience
members walked away with
new insight into the lives of
these women, the overall experiences of women in the
20th century and the strength
within traditional femininity.

PUBLIQuartet highlights female composers at Rosse Hall

The string quartet mixed spoken word with string instruments for an unconventional show.
PAIGE KELLER
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 18, audience members, including parents visiting for Family
Weekend, were stunned by the performance of 21st-century pieces by PUBLIQuartet at Rosse Hall. This critically acclaimed string quartet has won
several awards, including the 2013
Concert Artists Guild’s New Music/
New Places Award and the Visionary
Award from Chamber Music America in 2019. The musicians—Jannina
Norpoth and Curits Stewart on violin,
Nick Revel on viola and Hamilton Berry on cello—did not disappoint, beautifully performing modern pieces,
creating melodies full of tension and
excitement.
To celebrate 50 years of coeducation
at Kenyon, the quartet played works by
female composers as well as arrange-

ments celebrating female artists. One
piece they played featured excerpts of
songs by Ella Fitzgerald and included
a mix of instrumentation and spoken
word. “I had never gone to a concert
and listened to any sort of music like
this,” Brooke Brown ’23 said of the
concert’s use of spoken word. “Especially with string instruments, which
you don’t view in this modern way.”
Often the spoken word would occur at
a climactic part of the piece, creating
the effect of the speech being an outlet
for the tension that was built up during the string sections.
Since the quartet played 21st-century pieces, they utilized modern
and unconventional playing methods, such as col legno, when a player
bounces the wood of the bow against
the string of the instrument, and—
much to the surprise of the audience
members—tapping and knocking on

their instruments to create percussion. “When they first started playing,
the first thing they did was physically
tap on the wood of the instrument,”
Brown said. “I had never seen that before and it definitely stuck out to me.”
By using every aspect of their instruments, the players created an immersive experience, drawing listeners into
the emotional vibrancy of the pieces
that they played.
Complete coordination between
the members allowed for smooth transitions between different tempos, and
the mood of a piece would change at
the slightest of cues from one of the
players.
An interesting characteristic of
21st-century music is the importance
composers places on emotion, to the
extent that the composer is willing
to create new ways of playing instruments to produce their desired sound.

This emotional energy was crucial to
the central theme of the concert, which
was “Freedom and Faith.” Throughout
the performance, the quartet explored
how these two facets of American culture are intertwined with one another. These ideas could be seen through
the passion of the musicians as they
stomped their feet and even smiled or
talked to one another during and between pieces. These expressions were
used to show how freedom and faith
were not just present in the written
music but also in the performance itself. “Their emotional responses and
facial expressions would mirror the
music; they would furrow their brow
if it would get intense,” Brown said.
The concert was a riveting display
of musical skill and passion that showcased to the audience members the
players’ devotion to the music they
were creating.
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Combining positivity and philosophy, The
Reconsider
Good Place makes comedy TV important
“Meatless
Mondays”

STAFF EDITORIAL

JOSH LANTIS
CONTRIBUTOR

In this week’s edition of the Collegian, we
covered how Student Council unanimously
voted against implementing “Meatless Mondays” in Peirce. We at the Collegian disagree
with this decision.
Most of the arguments cited for not instituting “Meatless Mondays” revolve around the fact
that Kenyon has only a single dining hall. However, the point of “Meatless Mondays,” which
have been implemented at over 100 colleges
and universities, is not to force meat eaters to
another dining hall, but to encourage students
to find ways to sustain themselves on non-meat
options.
For starters, we already deal with added
restrictions in a single dining hall. The College and AVI accommodate different religious
groups through the colloquially known ‘fish
Fridays’ and the kosher options that the College serves during Passover. While these restrictions do not apply to the entire dining hall, they
demonstrate that AVI and Kenyon are capable
altering options in a way that is thoughtful and
will accommodate the widest possible array of
students.
That said, there are serious concerns with the
program that do need to be thought through.
Students whose palates or allergies limit their
protein options should still be accommodated.
And Peirce is capable of such accommodation:
Many students require meal options beyond
those offered in the dining hall’s various serving stations, and AVI works to meet their needs.
But for those students who can forego meat,
“Meatless Mondays” welcomes and encourages them to do so. Red meat is harmful for our
planet; according to Time, livestock produce
more than 14 percent of global greenhouse gas
emissions, and this number might only get bigger. Widespread adoption of a vegan or vegetarian diet could cut emissions. If the Comfort station served options other than red meat, which
is demonstrably harmful for the environment,
then many students who can forego red meat
for a day probably will. This is an unequivocally
good thing.
As the climate crisis becomes more pressing,
individuals will have to make changes to their
own diets. “Meatless Mondays” would be an extremely beneficial exercise in how one can sustain themselves on a meatless diet. In addition,
with increasingly available meat-based substitutes, such as the “Impossible Burger,” options
exist for those who want to ditch meat while
replicating the experience of meat.
We at the Collegian implore the College to
reconsider the idea of “Meatless Mondays.” We
believe that there are thoughtful ways to implement it that would allow those who rely on meat
for protein to get it. Those who can go without it
can be challenged to consider the environmental effects of large-scale meat consumption. We
believe that if you have the ability to go without
meat, not only can you be challenged, but you
should be challenged.
Kenyon can do without meat on Mondays. It
is, after all, one day a week.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editorsin-chief Becca Foley ’20 and Adam Schwager ’20,
and executive director Tommy Johnson ’20. You
can contact them at foley1@kenyon.edu, schwager1@kenyon.edu and johnson1@kenyon.edu,
respectively.

Since I arrived on Kenyon’s campus
in August, I’ve spent my free time in
a variety of ways, but none have been
quite so enjoyable as hopping onto
Netf lix to watch The Good Place. The
NBC sitcom, created by The Office and
Parks and Recreation mastermind Michael Schur, centers around the lives of
four deceased humans and their experiences in the afterlife. With its fourth
and final season currently airing on
NBC, the sitcom has captured acclaim
from critics and audiences alike. You
may ask, “But what makes the show so
charming and appealing?”
First and foremost, The Good Place
is just really forking funny. The sitcom’s absurd concepts and eccentric
characters allow the jokes to f ly in a
way they rarely do in other shows. The
characters at the heart of the show—
such as Kristin Bell’s Eleanor Shellstrop, a narcissistic, self-proclaimed
‘dirtbag’ from Arizona, or Jason Mendoza, a Buddhist monk-turned-amateur-DJ from Jacksonville, Florida—
allow for endless comedy.
A favorite gag of mine is Mendoza’s obsession with the Jacksonville
Jaguars, a perennially mediocre NFL
team, and their former starting quarterback, Blake Bortles. Jason Men-

doza holds nothing closer to his heart
than the lackluster AFC South team,
something he unceasingly tells those
around him. This is just one of The
Good Place’s running gags, though—
the sitcom offers something for everyone to laugh at.
Another draw of The Good Place
is the effortless connection the show
makes between its humor and its
higher themes. With William Jackson Harper’s portrayal of Chidi Anagonye, a deceased professor of ethics
and moral philosophy, the show makes
room to explore moral questions and
philosophical concepts in a way no
other contemporary sitcom does.
As Eleanor explores “The Good
Place,” she quickly discovers that she
doesn’t belong: The Eleanor Shellstrop
she was mistaken for was a death row
lawyer who saved dozens of innocent
people. Audiences are brought along
for the ride as Eleanor takes philosophy classes from Chidi in order to become ‘good’ enough to remain in paradise.
Questions arise throughout Chidi’s
teachings—everything from classic
philosophical problems like the famous “trolley problem” to more abstract questions like “what do we owe
to each other?”—and grow into larger
themes as the show progresses. In the
end, Eleanor’s quest to become a bet-

ter person is more than a simple plot
point. It serves as a vessel for a philosophical journey that brings the show
greater meaning.
However, no single factor has a
greater inf luence on the appeal of The
Good Place than the inf luence of creator Michael Schur. As Ted Danson,
who stars in The Good Place as architect Michael, told The New York Times,
“It’s all Mike. We’re all a bunch of little Mikes.” Schur’s approach to comedy, dating back to his writing for The
Office, has always centered around
warmth and humanism. Rather than
succumb to the irony and cynicism
that have dominated comedy since the
days of Seinfeld, Schur’s works tell tales
of growth and optimism—tales of humans that learn from their mistakes
and improve the lives of those around
them.
And this approach works for The
Good Place. It’s easier to laugh about
death and the afterlife when the underlying themes are positive and optimistic. It’s easier, too, to feel something for the characters and their
struggles—and to learn from the lessons and themes that come together to
make The Good Place a modern television masterpiece.
Josh Lantis ’23 is an undeclared major
from Wooster, Ohio. You can contact him
at lantis1@kenyon.edu.
CASSIE COALE

The opinions page is a space for members of the community
to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large.
The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writers.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of
the Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome
to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer.
Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior
to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any
submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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On campus, Canada Goose jackets are used to flaunt wealth
By wearing these jackets, students promote animal cruelty and advertise their social status.
HANNAH HAYNES
CONTRIBUTOR

Winter, at least in Gambier,
signals its presence each year
with a sudden drop in temperature, the disappearance
of the sun and the emergence
of a f lock of Canada Goose
jackets. The jackets, which migrate onto Middle Path from
the depths of students’ closets
and storage units, serve a purpose other than warming their
owners. Canada Goose jackets,
more than anything else, are
status symbols.
The jackets, which cost a
minimum of $850 for the traditional version with a fur
hood, are not a necessity in
Gambier, where students trek
from heated building to heated building, rarely walking
more than a half-mile at once,
and certainly never experienc-

ing the 13 degrees below zero
weather for which the jackets
are intended.
The “Goose People” (Canada Goose’s term for its spokespeople and brand ambassadors) lauded on the company’s
website include polar explorers, extreme adventure athletes
and champion dog sledders.
Somehow, college students
failed to make the lineup.
That’s because Kenyon students don’t purchase Canada
Goose jackets to aid in their
Arctic adventures journeying
from Caples to Peirce—they
sport these jackets to f launt
their supposed superiority
over their peers.
In my experience, the students who shamelessly wear
Canada Goose jackets pair
them with thrifted sweaters
and mom jeans. These students exhibit their willing-

CROSSWORD
Across
1. Antonym of include
5. “____ who Bore Me”
from Spring Awakening
9. Sick and tired
14. Lion locks
15. Who lives in Texas,
per George Strait
16. Unbroken author
Hillenbrand
17. Arthur and his family, colloquially
19. Coral ring
20. Venue for Remember Sports, this March
22. Woke up
23. H, to a Hellene
24. Sketch
28. After a game; before a match
31. City contested by an
Ohio-Michigan war
33. To unfreeze
37. Christic critter
40. Encounter (with the
law)
41. WKCO slogan
44. Archaic, archaically
45. To stare
46. Fence entrance
47. Community
Advisor’s hammer
49. Last letter of Kenyon’s newest fraternity
51. Begged
52. To pose a question
55. Bob Marley’s faith,
for short
60. First a capella performers of the semester

ness to drop nearly $1,000 on
a jacket, while simultaneously
showing off their ‘quirky’ and
‘authentic’ style with thrifted
items. As Lucy White ’22 discussed in an op-ed in the Sept.
5, 2019 issue of the Collegian
titled “Goodwill but not good
intentions: its time for us to
choose engagement over apathy,” such students are demonstrating their wealth in their
portrayal of poverty as an aesthetic.
Canada Goose jackets’ representation
of status and
wealth are not unique to Kenyon: one high school in England banned the coats in an
attempt to “reduce children’s
anxiety from failing to fit in
with their wealthier peers.”
While there is nothing wrong
with trying to keep warm during the colder months on campus, there is simply no need

for a jacket designed for expeditions to the Arctic Circle in
Ohio.
Canada Goose jackets are
also symbols of triumph over
other species. The coyote fur
used as trim on the hood of the
jackets is a trophy of human
power and destruction, much
like a moose’s head mounted
on a wall or a hunter posing
with his most recent kill.
Despite
the
company’s
claims that the coyotes are ethically trapped and slaughtered,
the company fails to publicize
that the trappers they support
use steel leg hold traps, which
have been banned in many
other countries due to the
physical pain and emotional
distress they induce.
The fur on Canada Goose
jackets has no functional purpose that synthetic fabric is unable to fulfill. While the com-

pany claims that the fur trim
“stands up to harsh winds”
such as those of the Arctic, in
Gambier, the fur trim merely
serves as decoration. In addition, geese are often plucked
while still alive for the down
used to stuff these jackets.
Every dollar you spend is
a vote for what you are purchasing. In the case of Canada
Goose jackets, you are voting
one thousand times for a superf luous symbol of social status and for the torture of the
coyotes and geese. I hope, that
like the Juicy Couture Tracksuits that permeated our childhoods, Canada Goose jackets
will soon transform from a
must-have to an embarrassment.
Hannah Haynes ’21 is a psychology major from Wilton,
Connecticut. You can contact
her at haynes1@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
Crossword Editor

63. Satisfactory scent
67. USS Constitution,
popularly
68. Certain “point” on
Lake Erie
69. Slouch
70. Like Gambier’s
Meadow
71. To work out at 180
bpm, perhaps
72. Workouts for a
track athlete
73. This clue and 66Down

26. The useful sort is
often preferred
27. 1000 kilos
29. Will Ferrell
Christmas flick
30. Pacific root
vegetable
32. Metallic jackpot
33. To trudge
34. Kosher’s Islamic
counterpart
35. To befuddle
36. To brandish
38. “I Won’t Say I’m in
Love” character
Down
39. Anti-sag device
1. Kansas City’s upriver 42. United
neighbor
43. New Zealand parrot
2. Land of a lord
48. Australian3. SCMP 118 or ENGL
American
103
mathematician Terence
4. Like many first years 50. Cremation contain5. Knight rival of Kirby ers
6. Tonya Harding’s
53. Forte
record-breaking triple 54. Kimchi country
7. Country crooner
56. Like a gazelle
Haggard
57. Car in two-door and
8. Holding
four-door varieties
9. Food Network per- 58. Fad
sonality Bobby
59. Beasts of burden
10. To dine
60. Mario’s preferred
11. Annoying authenti- transportation
cation app
61. Product of
12. Web address
saponification
13. Buddy
62. Gambier has two
18. “It’s been ____”
63. One, in poker
21. Snitch
64. Tyrannosaurus
24. Threw a stone (at
surname
Goliath, perhaps)
65. Like Shelley’s poem
25. Tea-trading African for the west wind
country
66. Sea, to a Spaniard

Congrats to Ezra Moguel ’20 and Scott Shaffer ’20 for being the first to submit a correct solution to last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword to
crossword@kenyoncollegian.com for the chance to get a shoutout!
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Beshentseva, Oku and Zalenski represent
Kenyon tennis at competitive ITA Cup
JACOB HUNKINS
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Oct. 17, Erika
Oku ’21, Daria Beshentseva ’22
and Jake Zalenski ’20 traveled
to Rome, Ga. to participate in
the ITA (Intercollegiate Tennis Association) Cup as representatives of the Kenyon
College men’s and women’s
tennis teams. Oku partnered
with Beshentseva to compete
in the doubles tournament as
well as participating in the singles competition, while Zalenski played in the men’s singles
tournament. Zalenski and Oku
both recieved All-America status at the event.
In doubles competition,

Oku and Beshentseva lost their
first match in straight sets, 6-2,
6-2, to Emory College’s Emma
Cartledge and Defne Olcay.
The pair would rebound in
their next match, securing a
victory over Carnegie Mellon
University’s (Pa.) Lindy Cornwall and Bin Zheng. Despite
the victory, the pair’s competition came to an end soon after
with a loss to New York University’s Anastasiia Balyk and
Anna Buraya.
Oku would fare better in
the singles tournament, where
she went 2-1 to tie for fifth
place in the 16-player competition. Entering as the seventh
seed, she began the tournament against Bethel Univer-

sity’s (Mn.) Grace Riermann.
After losing the first set, Oku
made a ferocious comeback,
winning the next two sets,
6-0, 6-2, to move on to the
next round. She would then
lose to the tournament’s third
seed Justine Leong, but won
her next match against second
seed Katherine Fleischmanwhen Fleischman was forced
to retire after the first set due
to injury.
Jake Zalenski would follow a similar path to Oku in
his tournament, going 2-1 and
tying for fifth overall. Starting
strong, he picked up a victory
of George Fox University’s
(Or.) Will Leach after taking
consecutive sets 6-4, 6-2, but

he would then fall to second
seed Nikolai Parodi. Zalenski
would pick himself up after
this loss, though, winning in
straight sets to take one more
victory.
“The ITA Cup was a great
experience as I was able to see
the guys at the top of the division and learn about my game
through my losses,” Zalenski said. “I think I did a good
job of staying consistent and
not having any lapses in focus
throughout my matches.”
The ITA Cup was the end
of the fall season for both tennis teams, and the spring season will begin for them on Feb.
1 with a meet at the University
of Northwestern Ohio.

Kenyon secures thrilling 2-1 victory
against Wooster with last-second goal
JAMES MAZER
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon men’s soccer team
finished Family Weekend with a 1-1
draw against the Wabash University
(Ind.) Little Giants, but bounced back
with an exciting win against Wooster
on Tuesday.
Throughout the first half of the
Saturday game, the game was fairly
one-sided, with the Lords outshooting Wabash 11-4. Midfielders Jack
Cohen ’21 and Atli Hrafnkelsson ’23
were among those denied by Wabash
goalkeeper Chad Wunderlich. No one
would score until the 79th minute,
when the Lords’ Trevor Gleason ’23

netted his fourth goal of the season to
take a 1-0 lead.
In the 85th minute, Lords leftback Luke Muther ’22 received a red
card for a hard foul and was sent off
for the rest of the match. The Little
Giants used their one-man advantage to score off a set piece in the
final minute of regular time and tie
the game. Even with the Lords playing with one less player, neither team
was able to score in either of the extra
time periods.
“At the end of the day it was the
little errors that hurt us the most,”
forward Sam Carson ’22 said. “If we
could have managed the game better in those dying minutes, we’d have

ended up in the win column.”
At the College of Wooster on Tuesday, the Lords were able to extend
their unbeaten streak to 13 with a 2-1
win over the Fighting Scots.
Kenyon got off to a slow start offensively, but was aided by an early
goal by Philippe Stengel ’20 in the
29th minute.
The Fighting Scots scored an
equalizer early in the second half and
the score remained tied until the dying seconds of the second half, when
Hrafnkelsson scored a 90th-minute
goal to seal the victory for the Lords.
They are now 12-1-2 on the season
and will next compete on Saturday at
Hiram College.

Sam Carson ’22 leaps in an attempt to volley a ball past an opposing Wooster defender. The Lords, who are first in
the NCAC, now boast a 12-1-2 record, and are unbeaten in thirteen straight games. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA

Nick Lust ’22 follows through on an iron shot. |
COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Lords golf finishes
third at Virtues
Falls Shootout
DAVID METZGER
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the Lords golf team participated in the Virtues Fall Shootout hosted
by Denison University. Six players attended the
event, with the team ultimately placing third,
falling to victorious Allegheny College (Pa.)
and runner-up Denison.
The Lords shot 318 on the first day, with
Lawrence Courtney ’21 posting an impressive
75 and shooting +3. He would finish the weekend with a cumulative 151, resulting in an individual t-10 finish.
The Lords also saw high-quality outings
from Nick Lust ’22, who shot a 149 to finish
ninth in the tournament, and Logan Spiess ’23,
who finished tied for 14th with a 153.
The team combined for 303 strokes on the
second day, ultimately finishing with a total of
621.
While he did not compete for the team, Patrick Kawakami ’20 also turned in a notable individual performance, shooting 159 cumulatively, tied for 22nd place in a field of 51 players.
Although the team experienced a successful
weekend, placing third, they are still hoping to
work towards better results and to garner greater national recognition.
“It was a pretty good tournament and fall
[season] for the team,” Lifson said. “We are
pretty young and have a chance to develop as
[we continue] moving forward. Spring is always
more important for us, so we are going into the
off-season excited for what we can do next semester.”
With this invitational being the final fall
outing for the team, they will now begin their
off-season work in hopes of even greater spring
results. The team will begin its second-semester play at the BSN Sports Dataw Island Invitational in South Carolina on March 9.
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Lords and Ladies
host opening meet
SYDNEY SCHULMAN
STAFF WRITER
SAM HAGA
STAFF WRITER

Emma Hyer ’22 battles for possession of the ball against an Earlham defender. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA

After winning eleven straight, Kenyon
lose defense battle to Ohio Wesleyan
FRANCIS BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon’s field hockey team came
into this weekend a force to be reckoned with, opening play on Saturday
at 10-2 on the year, including wins in
all 4 of their NCAC matches. The Ladies won their first two matches of the
week, defeating both DePauw University and Earlham College (Ind.) 1-0.
However, the Ladies’ impressive 11game win streak came to an end on
Wednesday night with a loss to rival
Ohio Wesleyan University (OWU),
1-0.
On Saturday, Kenyon hosted the
DePauw Tigers, who came into the
game with a record of 7-6. The match
featured only a single goal, scored early in the match by Kenyon’s Isabella
Meneguzzi ’22. Finding the ball at
her feet in close proximity to the net,
Meneguzzi backhanded it to the back

of the goal, beating the Tiger goalkeeper. The Ladies defense continued
their strong play, leading the Ladies to
a 1-0 victory, and recording their third
straight shutout.
Sunday brought a tough opponent
to the Benson Bowl, with the arrival of
the Earlham College Quakers. Coming into the match, the Ladies and
Quakers were the last two remaining
unbeaten NCAC teams.
Towards the middle of the second
quarter, Kenyon was awarded a penalty corner. Emma Hyer ’22 sent the ball
in, and it was received by Lucy Irwin
’20, who found classmate Hannah Sklar ’20 for the game’s lone goal. While
the margin of victory was slim, Kenyon was dominant on offense, putting
16 shots on the Quaker goal.
“I think that one of the reasons that
we’ve been so successful thus far has
been due to our mindset this year,”

Countey shines for Ladies
even as they settle for draw
JORDY FEE-PLATT
SPORTS EDITOR

On Wednesday, the Ladies womens soccer team traveled to the College of Wooster to play their second
NCAC road game. With a week and
a half left before the four team conference tournament, Kenyon entered the game third place in the
NCAC, one spot ahead of Wooster,
making this an important matchup.
The Ladies and the Fighting
Scots played a hard-fought match
at Carl Dale Field. In the end, the
teams finished in a scoreless draw
after two overtimes. Both teams
had numerous chances to find the
back of the net, but were unable to
convert.
Wooster created opportunities
throughout regulation, putting
Kenyon under immense pressure.
Ladies goalkeeper Jillian Countey ’20 responded with composure:
she saved all 11 shots on target,
matching her career high. Countey
was also aided by a solid back line,
which made key plays when it mattered most. Wooster’s Mila Zunich

Paulina Mendez ’21 said on the Ladies’
recent string of successes. “We have
become closer as a team and on the
field we play for each other. This mentality has allowed us to fight for each
other and give it all, especially for every 50/50 ball.”
The Ladies’ stellar play came to an
end with their 1-0 loss to Ohio Wesleyan. The game was a defensive battle, with both teams only managing
six shots apiece. The score was tied
through the first two quarters, until
Astrid Koek scored for the Battling
Bishops in the 34th minute. This goal
would prove enough to win OWU the
match. Olivia O’Connell ’21 was the
most dynamic offensive player for the
Ladies, as she had two shots, one shot
being on goal.
Next up for the Ladies will be a
match on the road against Oberlin
College on Oct. 29 at 4:30 p.m.

had the best chance of the match in
the 13th minute, but her shot was
saved off the line by Kiele Anderson
’21, keeping the tie intact early on.
Kenyon found momentum towards the end of the second half. A
cross from Maddie Ladd ’21 in the
72nd minute was headed towards
goal by Fallon Raviol ’20, whose effort went just wide.
Wooster continued to dominate
in the extra time periods. However,
Countey and the Ladies defenders
warded away all scoring opportunities in the end, ensuring a valuable point for their team. The draw
ensured that Kenyon remained in
third place in the NCAC. Olivia
Dion ‘22 recognized the frustration
of the result, but was also proud
of the resiliency of the team: “Today was a pretty tough game, but I
thought our team handled the physicality of Wooster well,” she said.
“We never gave up, even in double
overtime, which is something our
team really prides itself on.”
They will travel to Hiram College for their penultimate conference matchup on Saturday.

This past weekend was
an eventful one for Kenyon aquatics, with both
the mens and womens
swimming and diving
teams hosting their first
meets this past Saturday at the Steen Aquatic
Center. In their respective competitions, both
the Lords and Ladies
emerged victorious.
The majority of team
members competed, resulting in 16 different
Kenyon swimmers gaining relay victories. Maggie Foight ’23 says it created “a much more fun,
supportive atmosphere,”
which “played a major
role” in their success.
The Lords won seven of the 11 events and
scored 104 team points,
putting them in first
place out of the five
teams. Among Kenyon’s
victors were Luis Weekes
’22, who won the 200yard individual medley,
200-yard
backstroke,
200-yard
breaststroke
and 200-yard butterf ly
relays, and David Fitch
’21, who gained victories
in both the 500-yard cre-

scendo relay and the 200yard butterf ly relay.
The Ladies swimming
and diving teams came in
first place in all but one
of their relay events. The
relay team of Summer
Otazu ’20, Caylee Hamilton ’21, Makena Markert ’21 and Emmie Mirus
’21, took first place in the
200-yard medley with a
time of 1:46.16.
The purple and black
continued to secure victories later on in the day
in events such as the 200yard backstroke, 200yard breaststroke, 200yard butterf ly, the 3x500
free relay, 400-yard individual medley relay and
the 200-yard freestyle relay. Finishing things off,
Markert and Crile Hart
’21 joined forces with
Fitch and Marcus Hong
’21 from the men’s team
to claim first place in the
200-yard mixed medley
relay.
“I think we did so well
on Saturday because it
was the first meet of the
season, and we were all
super excited and pumped
up to swim,” Foight said.
The Lords and Ladies
next meet is against Xavier University at Steen
Aquatic Center on Oct.
26.

Football struggles to generate
offense in loss at Allegheny
ADAM SCHWAGER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Despite optimism stemming from
winning their last two games, the Lords
football team fell to Allegheny College
last Saturday, 49-0. The Lords defense,
which had carried them to their previous two victories, had trouble getting
the Allegheny offense off the field, with
the Gators converting seven of their 13
third-down attempts and two of their
three fourth-down attempts.
One of the areas that the Lords defense had been successful in all year
had been limiting ‘chunk plays.’ A
‘chunk play’ is traditionally defined
as a passing play of over 20 yards or a
rushing play of over 10 yards.
In their latest win against Oberlin College, the Lords gave up two
such plays, though neither resulted in
touchdowns.
Against Allegheny, the Lords gave
up six, including 53-yard and 86-yard
touchdown passes to Gator senior wide
receiver Dwaine Barber. Barber had
started the day with 178 yards and one
touchdown on the season. Against the

Lords, Barber put up a three-touchdown, 182-yard performance, which
earned him NCAC Offensive Player of
the Week honors.
One of the few positive takeaways
from the loss was how the defense handled Allegheny’s Alex Victor, one of the
most explosive players in the NCAC.
His 10 receptions for 61 yards marked
his lowest yards per attempt for the entire season, and his 61 yards overall
were the lowest any NCAC team, with
the exception of Denison University,
had given up to him all season.
There were few bright spots for the
Lords offense against an Allegheny defense hungry for their first win. The
depleted offensive line gave little time
for the Lords’ quarterback Thomas
Merkle ’20 to pass, and his statistics ref lect that fact. Merkle, who has started
every game since his first year, posted
a career-low 68 passing yards for only
the third time he’s failed to throw for
triple-digit yardage in his illustrious
career.
The Lords will try to bounce back
this Saturday in their penultimate
home game against the 3-3 College of
Wooster at noon.

